
LINGUISTICS STUDY THESIS VOCABULARY

Vocabulary research topics for assignment, project or thesis work. These suggestions are organised according to the
chapters and sections of the chapters in.

How can vocabulary learning from graded readers be optimized? Seyed Hadi Mirvahedi:Language policies,
language practices and language shift in Tabriz. Make an observation checklist to grade semantic mapping
performances. Experimentally check Haastrup's idea that bottom up guessing results in more vocabulary
learning than top down guessing which works from a lot of background knowledge. That is, does it cause
more changes to the written input? Honeyfield claims that simplified reading texts distort normal language
use. How much is the academic vocabulary parallelled by high frequency words. Chapter 8: Word study
strategies Devise a test of receptive knowledge of important derivational affixes for non-native speakers of
English. Chapter 2: Knowing a word Design a test to investigate the degree to which learners of English have
control of important spelling rules. Carroll's format could be a useful model. There are no studies of second
language learners' skill in recognising these definitions let alone the understanding that comes from them.
How well does direct learning transfer to normal language use? Where does vocabulary fit in this range of
focuses of attention? Look at the incidence of academic vocabulary in university lectures. For example, do the
method sections use a similar set of vocabulary which is different from the results section? Use a CAVL
program to evaluate the effect on learning of meeting the same item in different contexts. There is scope for
widening the data base. Gillian Claridge:What makes a good graded reader? What additional information is
provided by a sentence context? Develop means of investigating the degree to which learners are autonomous
in their vocabulary learning. Replicate Joe's study of the differing effects of differing degrees of generating.
Maria Stubbe:"Was that my misunderstanding? Fenty Siregar: In pursuit of intercultural communicative
competence: An investigation into English language policy and practices at a private university in Indonesia.
What is the effect of training on improving learning from word cards?


